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1.0 INTRODUCTION

By. letter dated July 26, 1985, GPU Nuclear (the licensee) requested the
staff to consider the deferment of eight NRC required modifications from
the Cycle 11 Refueling (Cycle 11R) outage for Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station (0yster Creek). These modifications are the following:
(1) safety parameter display system (SPDS) implementation, (2) isolation
condenser makeup pump, (3) intake canal level instrumentation, (4) masonry
wall modifications, (5) torus attached piping supports that do not reauire
a plant shutdown, (5) torus bulk water temperature indication, (6) thermal
overload protection for motors for motor-operated valves and (8) airborne
particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitors.

The licensee informed the staff on July 11, 1986, by phone that the
defennent on the thermal overload protection was no longer needed and was
being withdrawn.

2.0 DISCUSSION

The licensee explained in its letter dated July 26, 1985, that the intent
i of the deferments was for the licensee to complete the important safety

work in the Cycle 11R outace with the resources available, to manage the
outage as best as possible and to restart Oyster Creek within a reasonable
time. The licensee explained that the development of the outage plan
shows large blocks of work which are of high priority. This includes
completion of all Appendix R Fire Protection modifications, which is the
iargest single plant modification project; a series of activities to

.~ enhance the atility of the plant to be less susceptible to intergranular
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC); substantial work in the Control Room
including computer hardware installation; and a number of other modifica-
tions throughout the plant. The licensee stated that, as the planning ,

developed for the refueling outage, it became apparent that the proposed -

work scope was exceeding prudent manageability guidelines and would extend
the planned outage duration.
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The licensee concluded, for a number of reasons identified below, that the
work scope must be restrained. In considering restraint of work scope,
the licensee explained that it has aenerally placed highest priority on
issues providing maximum safety and operability return, providing maximum
assurance of minimizina future IGSCC pipe crackina, and reducing worker
radiation exposure on a number of other major activities. Even so, the
preliminary outage plan contemplates an outage length from potentially
six to nine months lona, a peak craft work force of 550 personnel, a
total contractcr work force of approximately 800 and a projected total
man rem exposure estimate of about 850. The planned work still consists
of 30 total modification projects and a maintenance effort of over 3,000
individual items, includina 110 major activities. Even with the proposed

- restraint in work scope, the Cycle 11R outage for Oyster Creek is
the second longest outage planned for the station. It is exceeded only by the
Cycle 10 refueling cutane.

The licensee stated that the proposed Cycle 11R work scope limitation will
enhance its ability to manage the planned work throuch improved job super-
vision, minimi7e what might otherwise be unsafe conaestion in the Control
Roori, Drywell and 480V Switchgear Room and allow it- to better control
radiation exposure. There still remains an inherent risk of work scope
growth during the outage because of a larae number of inspections
to be undertaken (recirculation loop pipina, isolation condenser pipino,
reactor internals, reactor'feedwater nozzles, etc.1 which have the poten-
tial for requiring corrective action.

To contain the work scope and imorove outace manageability, the licensee
has requested deferment of the eight modifications listed above in that
these modifications be completed in the following operating cycle or
refueling outaan. The licensee's assessment of these eight items is that
no significant safety risk is involved.

3.0 EVALUATION

3.1 Safety Parameter Displav System (SPDS1

biloring the accident at Three Mile Island Unit No. ?, the NRC developed!

a number of requirements to be implemented on operating reactors such as
Oyster Creek. These requirements are set forth in NUREG-0737,
" Clarification of TMI Action Plan Reauirements," dated November 1980, and
in Supplement I to NUREG-0737, " Requirements for Emergency Response
Capability," dated December 17, 1982. One of these reauirements is the
SPDS.

In accordance with NUREG-0737 Item I.D.2, Safety Parameter Display'
Console, each licensee shall install an SPDS of critical plant variables
for the control room operators to aid the operators in rapidly and
reliably determinina the status of the plant. The SPDS will display a
minimum set of plant parameters which define the status of plant. The
requirements for the SPDS are in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.

-
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The staff issued its Safety Evaluation (SE) for the SPDS in its letter
dated March 5, 1986. In the SE, the staff concluded that it was accept-
able for the licensee to continue to implement the SPDS program for Oyster
Creek. In the letter, the staff stated that, by Confirmatory Order dated
June 12, 1984, the licensee was committed to have the SPDS fully opera-
tional and the control room operators trained by the restart from the
Cycle 11R outaae.

In its letter dated July 26, 1985, the. licensee requested a deferment
from the implementation schedule of the SPDS for Oyster Creek in the
Confirmatory Order dated June 12, 1984 The licensee requested that the
SPDS not be required to be fully operational until during the operatino
Cycle 11 after the restart from the Cycle 11R outage. The licensee.
provided supplemental information in its letters dated May 22, and
July 23, 1986, on why the SPDS will not be operational by the restart from
Cycle 11R outage and stated that the SPDS should be operational by
December 31, 1987.

In its letters, the licensee explained that the development and operation
of the SPDS system for Oyster Creek requires a new plant computer system
and that the delivery of the computer, peripherals, and software associ-
ated with the ntw system has been sionificantly delayed by software
development delays at the system vendor. The licensee stated that reason-
able means to encourage and track the vendor's activities have been used.
Incentives and penalties have been invoked and, until recently, a licensee
employee has been performing on-site pro.iect monitorino at the vendor
site. At this time, monthly project meetings and milestone witness tests
are serving as the project control and tracking mechanism.

The licensee further explained that the new plant computer system is not
expected to be at the site until September 1986. Installation of the
system and acceptance testing is not expected to be completed until
November 1986. This is, at least, one month after the restart frem the
current Cycle 11R outage. After acceptance testing, the analog loops and
digital sianals from the plant to the computer system must be tested and
then tied into the computer. The computer data points to support the SPDS
system are scheduled to be completed during the 11R outaae.

The software from the vendor is generic software and is not specific to
Oyster Creek. The licensee must develop the plant-specific software
including the plant-snecific displays for the Oyster Creek SPDS. The
licensee stated that the development time to write.the plant-specific
Oyster Creek SPDS software, allowing for software difficulty problems
delaying the comoletion, is about 13 months. Therefore, the licensee
requested a completion date of December 31, 1987, for an operational SPDS.

The existing plant computer system which is in the control room provides
data on critical plant variables to the control room operators. The exist-

~

ing system which will eventually be replaced by the new plant computer
system, however, does not have data on all the plant variables which are
in the Oyster Creek SPDS. Therefore, the licensee has in place a limited
SPDS available for the Oyster Creek operators.
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The staff has reviewed this recuest from the licensee to defer
implementation of SPDS and has had several telephone calls on the issue
with the licensee. The calls were to better understand the problems the
licensee has been experiencing with developing the SPDS for Oyster
Creek. These calls include the November.15, 1985, conference call
the licensee referred to in its letter dated May 22, 1986.

The staff believes that the licensee has made a good faith effort to have
the SPDS operational by the schedule in the Commission's Order dated
June 12, 1984.- The licensee has had difficulties which it explained in
its May 22, and July 23, 1986, letters and which are given above. The
licensee has met the schedules for the ten other items in the Order except

that the implementation of the upgraded emergency operating procedures
will be completed, as scheduled in the Order, prior to the restart from
the Cycle 11R outage.

The staff concludes that the licensee has shown good cause for the
requested deferment in the schedule to have the SPDS fully operational,
the licensee has in good faith attempted to meet the schedule in the
Commission's Order and the proposed schedule to complete the remaining
work on the SPDS is reasonable. Therefore, the staff concludes that the
licensee's recdested deferment is acceptable. Because this deferment of
the SPOS implcmentation would chance the schedule in the Order dated
June 12. 1984, the staff will revise the schedule in the Order before the
restart from the Cycle 11R outaoe.

3.2 Masonry Valls

On May 8, 1980, the NRC issued Inspection and Enforcement (IE1 Bulletin
80-11, Masonry Vall Design, which required licensees to reevaluate the
design adeouacy of safety-related masonry walls under postulated loads,
includino seismic load. GPU Nuclear Corporation and Jersey Central Power
and Licht Company (the licenseesl responded to the bulletin by letters
dated July 7 and November 14, 1980; April 30,-1981; August 11 and
November 2, 1983; July 26, 1984; and March 21, June 14 and August 14,
1985 for Oyster Creek.

The staff issued its SE for masonry walls and IE Bulletin 80-11 in its
letter dated December 23, 1985. The ma,ior technical findinas this SE are
the followino:

1. There are 45 safety-related masonry walls at Oyster Creek. The
licensee has relied upon the working stress criteria to cuality the
safety-related masonry walls. The licensee's working stress
criteria, in general, are'in compliance with the staff acceptance
criteria with two differences. These differences are discussed in
items 2 and 3 below.

2

2. In several (9) of the unreinforced walls, the licensee's calculated
values of the tensile stresses nonnal to the bad .ioint that exceeded
the staff allowable values by 3% to 11% with cne wall exceeding by
27%. However, the licensee's calculated values are based on conserva-
tive assumptions such as one-way bending action (rather than olate-

/
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action) and the use of the damping value of 4% (compared to the
staff allowable of 7%). Therefore, taking these conservatisms into
account, it is concluded that the licensee's analysis of unreinforced
walls meets the intent of the staff acceptance criteria.

3. The licensee's calculated stresses in the joint reinforcement of two
reinforced masonry walls exceeded the staff allowable value by 32%
when subjected to the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads. The
licensee calculated these stresses by doubling the operating basis
earthquake (0BE) loads. However, in reality, the SSE loading is
about 70% higher than the OBE loading. Therefore, the licensee's
analysis of the reinforced walls at Oyster Creek also complies with
the intent of the staff acceptance criteria.

4. There are 38 safety-related masonry walls at the Oyster Creek plant
which required modifications. The masonry wall modifications
include the following:

o Minor preemptive modifications to 20 walls to eliminate
interaction with the safety-related equipment;

o Reinforcement of the support edges;

o Installation of intermediate supports and bracings;

o Removal of excess equipment loads from walls; and

o Repair of all visible cracks.

5. By a letter dated July 26, 1985, the licensee has requested that
modifications to walls 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 43,
45, and 53 be completed in Operating Cycle 11 rather than Cycle
11 Refueling outage.

6. The licensee's approach to the wall modifications is acceptable as
the modified walls will comply with the intent of. the staff's
acceptable criteria.

The list of 13 masonry walls in item 5 above which the licensee has
requestea to be deferred from the Cycle 11R outage were provided by the
licensee in the meeting of September 18, 1985, with the staff. The meet-
ing sumary is dated October 29, 1985. In a phone call on May 14, 1986,
with the NRC Project Manager, the licensce stated that walls 43 and 53
will be fixed in the Cycle 11R outage and a deferment from the Cycle 11R
outage is not needed for walls 43 and 53.

The 11 masonry walls being addressed in this evaluation are listed in
Table 1 and shown in Figures 1 to 4. Walls 17 and 18 will be partially
fixed in the Cycle 11R outage. The work to be done inside the battery -

room on walls 17 and 18 will be completed in the Cycle 11R outage. The 11
Walls are located in the following areas: (1) stairway in the southeast
corneroftheReactorBuilding(walls 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 45); (2) Turbine

!
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Ruilding (wall 24); (3) battery room area (walls 17,18); (4) chemistry
laboratory (wall 20); and (5) monitor and change area (wall 15).

In its letter dated July 26, 1985, the licensee requested the deferment of
masonry walls that do not require the plant to be shut down for the work
to fix the wall to be accomplished. For the remaining masonry walls which
require plant shutdown for the work to fix the walls to be done, the walls
will be fixed in the Cycle 11 outace. It is the licensee's stated intent
to complete the work on the deferred walls during operating Cycle 11; how-
ever, the licensee states that this work may not be completed until the
Cycle 12R outaae. This is expected in the summer of 1988.

The licensee states that its wall failure analysis shows that the failures
of the 11 deferred walls would not affect the safe shutdown of Oyster
Creek. This analysis was submitted to the staff in its letters dated
March 14 and May 11, 198a.

The Masonry Fall Failure Consecuence Analysis in the licensee's March la,
1984, submittal are the Impell Corporation Reports No. 01-0370-113? dated
August 1985 and No. 02-0370-1139 dated October 1983. These reports were
reviewed by the staff and addressed in the staff's SE dated March P7,
198a. These reports apply to the 11 walls in Table 1. The analysis for
wall Fo. 9 in the second report was considered to apply for walls 24, 30,
31, 32, 33, and 45.

The conclusion in the staff's SE dated March 27, 1984, was that the fail-
ure of any of the 11 walls in Table 1 would not have an impact on plant
safety. That is to say that the failure of the walls would not prevent
the safe shutdown of Oyster Creek. The SE was issued by the staff in
response to the licensee's request to defer 16 walls from the Cycle 10P
outage to the Cycle 11R outage. These 16 walls include the 11 walls beirr
addressed in this evaluation. The modification details for the 11 vas
completed and submitted to the staff in the licensee's letters dater
March 21, June 14 and August 14, 1985.

The staff concludes that the consecuence analysis reviewed by the staff
in its SE dated March 21, 1984, is still valid and the ability of Oyster
Creek to shut down is not affected by the licensee's reauest to cafer the
work to fix the 11 walls to the operating Cycle 11. This includes
deferring the work to as late as the Cycle 12R outage. Therefore, based
on this, the staff concludes that the licensee may defer this work to as
late as the Cycle 12R outace.

3.3 Torus Attached Pipino Supports

The capability of the boilina water reactor (BWR) Mark I containment
structures and piping systems to withstand the effect of hydrodynamic-
loads resulting from a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and/or a safety
relief valve (SRV) discharge was not considered in the original design of .

the structures. The resolution of this issue was divided into a short-
tenn program and a long-tenn procram.

!
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Based on the results of the short-term program, which verified that each
Mark I containment would maintain its intearity and functional capability
when sub,iected to the loads induced by a design-basis LOCA, the NRC staff
aranted an exemption relating to the structural safety requirements of 10
CFR 50.55a. The study was reported in NUREG-0408, " Mark I Containment
Short Term Program."

| The ob,iective of the lono-term program was to maintain a marain of safety
when the Mark I containment structures and piping systems are sub,iected
to additional hydrodynamic loads. The detailed auidance of the long-term
proaran are contained in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-0661,
" Mark I Containment long-Term Program" v51ch describes the generic
hydrodynamic load definition and structural acceptance criteria
consistent with the reouirements of the applicable codes and standards.

The staff's evaluation of Oyster Creek against the reauirements in
NUREG-0661 are its two SE dated January 13, 1984. These SE are the Mark I
Centainment Long Term Procram-Structural Review and Pool Dynamic Loads.
The conclusion was that Oyster Creek met the reouirements althouah certain
modifications including the torus attached piping supports and upgrade the
torus bulk water temperature indication had to be completed. By the Order
of Januarv 19, 1982 these modifications were to be completed prior to the
restart from the Cycle 11R outage.

The major modifications, which are those associated with the torus, vent
i system, internal structures and safety relief valve piping and which

comprise approximately 75% of the total proaram effort, have been
completed. Of the remaining modifications, only two items will not be
completed by the start of Cycle 11. These remainino two items are
(1) the uparading of the existing torus bulk water temperature indication
which will be done during the Cycle 12R outage and (21 the remainina
torus pipino support modifications that do not require a plant shutdown.
They will be done durina the operatina Cycle 11 but no later than the

i Cycle 12R outage. Of all the torus attached piping supports to be done,
thirty-two (57%) will be done in the Cycle 11R outage and twenty-four
(43%) would be done in operating Cycle 11. These twenty-four supports'

are for piping in the following systems: crossover piping for the core
spray system, test return piping for the core spray system, relief valve
discharge pipino for the reactor water cleanup system demineralizer,
relief leg piping for torus water level indication, Reactor Building-to-
torus vacuum relief line, minimum flow line for containment spray system
pumps and test return piping for containment spray system. Thus, 85%
of the total program effort will be completed prior to the start
of Cycle 11. The remaining modifications are minor modifications of the
entire Mark I containment program.

The licensee in its letter dated July 26, 1985, stated the current desian
margins for torus attached piping have been found to be adequate to ensure
system intearity for all loading conditions, even though they do not '

.

fully meet the oriainal design margins. The Lona Term Program identified
piping supports and reinforcina saddles which are to be added and
existing supports which are te be modified to increase the design safety
margins. Piping system support modifications requirina a shutdown will

/
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be accomplished during the Cycle 11 refueling outage. Due to work load
considerations, the remaining piping' support modifications will be
installed during the operating cycle after to the Cycle 11R outage; how-
ever, if unanticipated operational safety concerns inhibit some aspect of
.the modifications, they will be completed during the Cycle 12R outage.

The objectives of the Mark I Containment Long Term Program were to estab-
lish conservative design basis loadings that are appropriate for the
anticipated life of the plant and to restore the originally intended
design safety margins for the containment system. The staff agrees with
the licensee that the current design margins for the torus attached piping
for Oyster Creek were found to be adequate to ensure system integrity for
all loading conditions, but they do not satisfy the originally intended
design levels.

The required addition and modification of supporting systems for the
Oyster Creek torus attached piping are of the long term nature since the
plant is currently operated with adequate safety margins. _ However,
restoring safety margins to the originally intended design levels is
required. Since the licensee will start the required work during the
Cycle 11 refueling outage, and complete the work during the subsequent
operating cycle if possible, the request for extending the completion
date to the end of the Cycle 12 refueling outage to accommodate
unforeseen operational concerns is acceptable to the staff. The staff,
therefore, concludes that the requested deferment is acceptable.

The deferment of the torus attached piping supports would change the
schedule for this modification in the Order dated January 19, 1982.
Therefore, the staff will revise the schedule in the Order before the
restart from the Cycle 11R outage.

3.4 Torus Bulk Water, Temperature Indication

The torus bulk water temperature indication is the torus or suppression
pool temperature moritoring system (SPTMS). This system provides the
indication in the control room of the suppression pool water
temperature. The suppression pool contains the water for the containment
pressure suppression system for the design basis loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) and for conder.sation of the electromatic relief valve discharges
from the reactor pressure vessel through quenchers to the suppression
pool. Therefore, the temperature of the pool is important and there are
limits on the maximum value of this temperature in the Oyster Creek
Appendix A Technical Specifications (TS). The operators can reduce the
pool water temperature by having the water pumped through the containment
spray system heat exchangers and returned cooler to the pool. Figure 5
is a drawing of the containment showing the torus and the water within
the torus.

The existing Oyster Creek SPTMS is two pairs of sensors located in the :

torus water. Each pair has a sensor at 3 feet and 8 feet below the
minimum water level in the pool and each pair is diametrically opposite-
from the other on a major diameter of the circular torus. The two pairs

!
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are not located at either of the two electromatic relief valve quenchers
in the pool. These quenchers are the only source of local heating of the
pool. The safety valves for the reactor pressure vessel discharge to the
drywell. If the SPTMS sensors are at 0 and 180" around the torus, the
two quenchers are located at 135* 20 and 215 20 .

The existing Oyster Creek SPTMS was reviewed by the staff in the Mark I
Containment Long-Tenn Program. The requirements for a SPTMS are given in
Section 5.8 of NUREG-0783, Suppression Pool Temperature Limits for BWR
Containments, dated November 1981. The requirements are the following:

(1) Each applicant or licensee shall demonstrate adequacy of the number
and distribution of pool temperature sensors to provide a reasonable
measure of th,e bulk temperature.

(2) Sensors shall be installed sufficiently below the minimum water
level, as set forth in the plant Technical Specifications, to ensure
that the sensor properly monitors-pool temperature.

(3) Pool temperature shall be indicated and recorded in the control room.

(4) Instrument set points for alarms shall be established so that the
plant will operate within the suppression pool temperature limits.

(5) All sensors shall be designed to seismic Category I and Quality
Group B standards, and shall be capable of being energized from
onsite emergency power supplies.

The existing SPTMS meets all the requirements stated above except for the.
single question of adequacy of the number and distribution of sensors in
the pool. For iten (5) this means the standards existing when the plant
was licensed.

The staff addressed the Mark I Containment Long-Term Program for Oyster
Creek in its two SEs dated January 13, 1984. The two SEs were on
(1) pool dynamic loads and (2) structural review. In the SE on pool
dynamic loads, the staff indirectly addressed its review of the existing
SPTMS in that the attached Technical Evaluation Report (TER) mentioned
the SPTMS in footnote 11 to Table 1. The footnote stated that the SPTMS
which meets the acceptance criteria (i.e. NUREG-0783 criteria) would be
installed during the Cycle 11R outage. The staff had concluded that the
2 pair sensor design was not sufficient for long-term operation but that
it did not require immediate action by the licensee because this design
does provide adequate temperature monitoring capability of the~ pool water.

The staff has reviewed the licentee's request to defer the installation
of a new SPTMS, to replace the existing system. The request is to defer
the installation from the Cycle 11R outage to the Cycle 12R outage because

:the work on upgrading the SPTMS cannot be done in an operating cycle.
Because the licensee has the existing system discussed above, this
installation is considered by the staff as a minor item in the Mark I
Long-Term Program. Because other more important safety work is being
done in Cycle 11R outage, the staff concludes that it is acceptable to
defer this work to the Cycle 12R outage. This deferment includes defer-
ring the licensee's commitment to meet the Regulatory Guide 1.97 torus
bulk temperature requirements during the Cycle 11R outage because the
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means by which the licensee would meet these reauirements would be through
the installation of the new SPTMS. Because this deferment would change
the schedule in the Order dated January 19, 1982, the staff will revise
the schedule in the Order before the restart from the Cycle 11R outage.

3.5 Thermal Overload Protection

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) Topic III-10. A Thermal-0verload
Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated Valves, was addressed in the
staff's Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report (IPSAR) dated
January 1983 for Oyster Creek. In IPSAR Section 4.14(1), the staff
stated that the Ovster Creek design for thermal-overload (T0L) protection

- for motors for motor-operated valves (MOV) did not meet current licensing
criteria for all safety-related valve functions because the adequacy of
the setpoints for unbypassed TOLs had not been established. By letter
dated August 2, 1982, the licensee committed to evaluate TOL relays for
the motor operator for each safety-related valve. The TOL protection
would be byoassed if TOL relay setpoints could not be conservatively
established.

The TOL is to protect the motor from too high a temperature or current in
the motor windings during motor operation. This can cause breakdown in
the motor insulation and shorting of the windings which would damage the
motor and cause it not to operate. 'The TOL protection opens a breaker to
remove the current from the windings in the motor. This protection also
stops the operation of the motor until the breaker is closed. The
establishment of conservative setpoints will assure that the TOL
protection will not stop the motor from operating the valve during an
accident to perform its safety function.

ThelicenseeprovideditsmethodologyfdrestablishingtheTOLrelay
setpoihts in its letter dated July 30, 1984 This staff reviewed this
methodoloay and concluded in its SE dated August 30, 1984, that the
methodology was acceptable.

,

'

The licensee explained in its July 26, 1985, letter that its approved
methodology to establish the setpoints for unbypassed T0Ls was based on
the then prevalent practice of settino the M0V toroue switches. This
practice was based on restricting the valve seating current to within 120
to 200% of rated motor full load current. However, by 1985 the licensee
had implemented a new approach based on the Motor-0perated Valve Analysis
and Test System (M0 VATS) method of valve testing, wherein a valve's actual
thrust output is recorded. The acceptable setting for a torque switch is
then the setting which produces a thrust greater than the minimum required
thrust for the valve's safety function operation. As a result, a new
nethodology was developed by the licensee to reflect this new approach.

The new methodology is based on M0V motor winding thermal limits which
are obtained from the motor characteristic curves supplied by the valve

'vendor. The current needed to operate the valve in its safety function
is determined in the M0 VATS testing. The TOL protection for the motor is
then set above this current. This assures that the TOL relay setpoint is
not set to prevent the motor from operating the valve.

/
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The staff has reviewed the licensee's request to change its methodology to
establish the TOL relay setpoints for each MOV. The use of M0 VATS will
assure that the.TOL overcurrent protection will be above the current
needed to operate the valve in its safety function and that these currents
will not exceed the thermal limits of the motor winding. Exceeding this
limit will damage the motor and stop the valve from operating in its
safety function. The licensee, therefore, has developed a coherent
methodology for establishing TOL relay setpoints with all uncertcinties
resolved in favor of the motor completing the safety-related valve action
and the staff concludes that the use of new M0 VATS methodology is
acceptable.

The licensee infonned the staff on July 11.-1986, by phone that this
deferment was no longer needed and was being withdrawn.

3.6 Airborne Particulate and Gaseous Radioactivity Monitors (SEP Topic V-5)
_

In IPSAR Section 4.16.1, the staff addressed the leakage detection systems
for SEP Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant Pressure Roundary (RCPB) Leakaoe Detec-
tion. In this section, the staff stated that Oyster Creek had only one of
the detection systems (sump level monitoring) reconnended in Regulatory
Guide 1.d5. The staff further stated that the plant had an airborne
particulate and caseous radioactivity monitoring system (APGRMS) installed
in the drywell. This latter system is also recommended in the Regulatory
Guide; however, the system had never been placed in operation at Oyster
Creek because of problems. The APGRMS would be used to detect RCPR leak-
age by measuring the radioactivity in the drywell atmosphere which had
come from the reactor coolant water.

! The licensee committed to (1) identify the system modifications necessary
to make the airborne particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitors
operational, (2) evaluate the reliability and sensitivity of the existing
leakage detection systems, and (31 propose a schedule for any necessary
system modifications or procedural changes. The staff concluded in the
IPSAR Section 4.16.1 that the licensee's proposed action was acceptable.

In its letter dated July 26, 1985, the licensee stated that the
evaluation of the APGRMS had revealed numerous problem areas requiring
extensive redesign, modification or replacement of the system. The
licensee is assessing various alternatives in order to arrive at a
working systen and states that considering the extent of the remaining
design work and projected delivery times for equipment it anticipates'

installation and testina in the Cycle 12R outage. Based on this, the
licensee requested deferment of the installation and testing of an

'

operating APGRMS to detect RCPR leakage to the Cycle 1?R outage.

The licensee has the primary containment equipment drain tank and the
primary containment sump monitoring systems to monitor RCPB leakage.
These systems were reviewed in the staff SE dated January 6, 1986, which .

approved surveillance requirements on these systems in the TS.

4
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The rates of identified and unidentified primary coolant system leakage
at Oyster Creek are determined with the primary containment equipment
drain tank and primary containment sump flow monitoring systems,
respectively. These systems monitor the frequency at which liquid
accumulated in the containment sump and drain tank is pumped to the waste
collector tanks. . Indications of high and low water level in the sump and
tank are used to signal initiation and termination of pumping
operations. A timer is used to determine if the pumping frequency is
indicative of a fill rate approaching TS leakage limits. Alarms are
actuated should this be the case. The systems are also eouipped with
integratin.g flow meters, which keep track of liouid pumped from the sump
and drain tank on a daily basis. These meters are located between the
sump and drain tank pumps and the respective waste collector tanks. The
proposed TS permit. operation for 7 days with the flow integrators
inoperable. Durino this period, a manual procedure is used to determine
leak rates. This procedure involves utilization of a dedicated operator
to transfer liquid from the sump and drain tank to the appropriate waste
hold-up tanks and record the times transfers are made. A calculation
prescription is then used to determine the averace leak rate.

These systems are required in the TS to be operable. If either is
inoperable, the licensee hes 7 days to restore the system to being opera-
ble or calculate the RCPB leakage with an acceptable alternate means
specified in the plant procedures or shut down.

The staff has considered the problems with the APGRMS that the licensee
has identified in its letter dated July 26, 1985. The APGRMS would
measure RCPB leakage indirectly through the radioactivity released from
the RCPB leakage. However, the APGRMs has a drawback in that it would not

; measure the leakage rate or the rate of leakage increase directly. The
' APGRMS would be a backup to the direct measurement of RCPB leakage from

the flow monitoring systems discussed above. The flow monitoring systems
are' operational and requirements on them have been incorporated in the TS.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the licensee may defer the installation
of the APGRMS to the Cycle 12R outage. This APGRMS equipment cannot be
installed in the operating Cycle 11 because the equipment will be in the
drywell which is inerted during plant operation.

3.7 Oyster Creek Lono Ranoe Planning

On November 11, 1985, and February 17, 1986, meetings were held at NRC,
Bethesda, Maryland, with the licensee on the licensee's long range
program for Oyster Creek. This is the program for Oyster Creek that the
licensee uses to icentify, plan.for, and manage the work to be done in a
future operatino cycle or outage. The staff requested the meeting on
November 11, 1985, to understand how the licensee would plan to complete
the requested deferments in either operating Cycle 11 or Cycle 12R outage.
The February 12, 1986, meeting was a continuation of.the earlier meeting.
The staff's meeting summaries are dated January 23 and March 5, 1986, *

respectively. In the meetings, the licensee explained the objectives,
organization and elements of the long range planning program. This pro-
gram began for Oyster Creek in late 1984 at the conclusion of the Cycle
10R outage and has been used to plan for the month long outage in

/
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October, November 1985 and the current Cycle 11R outage at Oyster Creek.
It plans for 5 years into the future.

Based on the discussions in the two meetings, the staff concludes that a
long range planning program exists for Oyster Creek and that it should be
adequate to plan for and manage the work to be done to complete the few
modifications being deferred from the Cycle 11R outage. Therefore, the
planning being done by the licensee to complete these requested deferred
modifications in either operating Cycle 11 or Cycle 12R outage is
acceptable to the staff.

4.0 CONCLUSION

By letter dated July 26, 1985, the licensee requested that the staff
. consider the defement of eight required modifications from the Cycle 11R
outage. These modifications are the following: safety parameter display
system (SPDS) implementation, isolation condenser makeup pump, intake
canal level instrumentation, masonry wall modifications, torus attached
piping supports, torus bulk water temperature indication, thermal-overload
protection for motor operated valves, and containment airborne particulate
and gaseous radioactivity monitors. The licensee has provided supplemen-
tal information in the letters dated April 21, May 22 and July 23, 1986.
The licensee requested that the above modifications be deferred to operat-
ing Cycle 11 or to the Cycle 12R outage. Table 2 is the list of the
deferments and the licensee's schedule to complete the work.

For the isolation condenser makeup pump, the staff is reviewing the
licensee's submittal dated April 21, 1986. The decision on this item
will be the subject of a separate letter to the licensee.

For the intake canal level instrumentation, the staff.is reviewing the
licensee's submittal dated April 21, 1986. This submittal changed the
licensee's request for a deferment to a request for cancellation of the
licensee's commitment to install automatic water level instrumentation in
the intake canal with readout in the control room. The decision on this
cancellation request will also be the subject of a separate letter to the
licensee.

For the MOV thermal overload protection, the licensee has informed the e

staff on July 11, 1986, by phone that this defement is no longer needed '

and is being withdrawn. The new methodology for establishing thermal
overload relay setpoints which was discussed in the July 26, 1985 letter,
has been used by the licensee to determine that the TOL setpoints for the
safety-related MOV are adequate for assuring these valves will perform
their safety function in an accident. The new methodology is discussed in
Section 3.5 above. The staff has reviewed the new methodology and
concludes that it is an acceptable method for establishing TOL relay
setpoints with all uncertainties resolved in favor of the motor
completing the safety-related valve action.

The staff has addressed the remaining five deferments in S_ections 3.1 to
3.4 and 3.6. These deferments are the following: SPDS, masonry walls,
torus attached piping supports, torus bulk water temperature indication,

/
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and containment airborne particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitors.
In the above sections, the staff concluded that it was acceptable to
defer the modifications to either the operating Cycle 11 or Cycle 12R
outage. Table 2 lists the deferments, the licensee's schedule to
complete the work and the conclusions of the staff. In accepting these
deferments, the staff has concluded that it is in agreement with the
licensee that the Cycle 11R outage is _a major outage with large blocks
of work of higher safety priority than the items being defer. red. This
higher priority work includes completion of the remaining Appendix R
Fire Protection modifications, a series of activities to enhance plant
piping to be less susceptible to intraganular stress corrosion cracking,
substantial work in the control room and a number of other modifications
including work to meet the Mark I Containment Order.

The staff also discussed the licensee's long range planning program for
Oyster Creek in Section 3.7. The staff concluded that this program
should be adequate to plan for and manage the work to be done to complete
the few modifications being deferred from the Cycle 11R outage.

The deferment of the SPDS implementation, torus attached piping supports
and the torus bulk water temperature indication would change the schedule
for these modifications agreed upon in the. Confirmatory Orders dated

-June 12, 1984, and January 19, 1982. Therefore, the staff will revise
the schedules in these Orders to agree with the new schedules.
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Table 1

MASONRY WALLS TO BE FIXED

Cycle 11 Refueline

Wall-No.* Reason

17, 18 Working inside battery room only.

Cycle 11 Operation

Wall No.* Reason

15 Modification will reouire
scaffoldino etc. in monitor and
chance area - no effect on plant

safety.

20 Chemistry Lab will be partially
closed during construction.

24 Modification will recuire scaffold-
ing on R.B. staircase - no effect
on plant safety.

17, 18 Outside face only - no effect on
plant safety.

29, 30 Mod, totally within Reactor Building
staircase - no effect on plant
safety.

31, 32, 33, 45 Same as 29 and 30.

.

* Walls Nos. 43 and 53 deleted by the phone call of May 14, 19R6.

r
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Table 2

DEFERMENTS FROM CYCLE 11 REFUELING (CYCLE 11R) OUTAGE

Deferment Deferred to: Staff Conclusions

SPDS December 31, 1987 Deferment is acceptable

Isolation 0perating Will be the subject of a

Condenser Cycle 11 separate evaluation
Makeup Pump

Intake Canal Request changed to Will De the subject of a

Level that of cancellation separate evaluation
Instrumentation

Masonry Walls Operating Cycle 11 but Deferment is acceptable
(11 walls) no later than the Cycle

12R outage

Torus Attached Operating Cycle 11 but Deferment is acceptable
Piping Supports no later than the Cycle
that do not re- 12R outage
quite a plant
shutdown

Torus Bulk Water Cycle 12R outage Deferment is acceptable
Temperature
Indication

The rmal- Request withdrawn --

Overload
~

Protection

Airborne Cycle 12R outage Deferment is acceptable
Particulate
and Gaseous
Radioactivity
Monitors

l

I
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